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Abstract :  Many studies concerning author identification are done on totally different written documents however less number 

of researches has been according on Marathi  or syllabary documents. Here, during this technique, we have a tendency to settle 

for handwriting as texture image and have extraction done from preprocessed documents image. Considerably, the feature of 

conferred methodology uses feature extraction that is appropriate for structure of Devnagari written texts. And a brand new 

feature extraction technique is additionally conferred that is predicated on classifier style. Firstly, we have a tendency to study 

totally different ways for feature extraction from output of preprocessing. This enforced system represents performance of 

mimicree estimation techniques on syllabary written documents. Mimicree could be a distinctive feature; it acts as an important 

role in author identification, GAN. Further to enhance the performance of those techniques, the extracted pictures area unit 

reconstructed victimisation GAN algorithmic program for Devnagri datasets area unit used. The experimental result shows that 

mimicree calculable for pictures reconstructed victimisation GAN algorithmic program provides higher results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Mimicking ones handwriting is difficult task for human beings .Handwriting is learned from very small age and it is mastered 

with practice. One cannot easily mimic handwriting; it requires a lot of practice. There are a lot of variations depending upon the 

conditions while one is writing. Therefore Generative Adversial Network is a better solution to provide human like handwriting. 

The dataset used is going to be preprocessed first through various techniques like BGR, thresholding, Edge detection.  

The use of Generative Adversarial Networks to artificially synthesize a style of handwriting could offer a better solution to gain 

human-like writing. Present nation of handwriting reputation is done using recurrent neural networks.The community a education 

environment similar to that of humans. To the generator community that allows you to learn to generate individual alphabets. GAN 

is used to view individual,photograph pairs as joint observations and educate the discriminator to choose pairs as real or 

fake.Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)  offer a powerful framework for generative modeling. This architecture enables the 

era of highly practical and diverse images. The records preprocessing of this experiment mainly includes the cropping and scaling 

of the picture to conform to the input requirements of the community. Grayscale processing of images to better capture picture 

features. There is likewise regularization processing and normalization processing to prevent gradient disappearance. 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

From literature review it's far visible that many researchers have developed a version for handwritten Devanagari.The systems 

developed were on restrained database.Though neural networks are good at recognizing new unseen information, they may be not 

explored much.The handwritten Marathi man or woman reputation project poses various issues like: The characters might also 

unfastened information and change shape after binarization. Hence proper pre-processing is required to preserve the form of the 

person. The machine should be able to preprocessed the statistics and differentiate between to author’s handwriting and give the 

duplication in form of accuracy. 

 

III. MOTIVATION 

Hand writing popularity of characters has been around for the reason that 1980s.The undertaking of handwritten digit reputation, 

the use of a classifier, has first rate importance and use such as – online and writing recognition on computer tablets, numeric 

entries in forms filled up by hand and so on. There are special challenges faced at the same time as attempting to remedy this 

problem. The handwritten digits aren't continually of the equal size, thickness, or orientation and position relative to the margins. 

The Existing system used photograph processing mechanism. The existing device consists of classical device getting to know 

algorithms and categorized the usage of distinctive public and private datasets. Our purpose changed into to implement a 

classification method to recognize the handwritten characters and digits provided inside the devanagari records set of pictures of 

hand written digits (zero-9)and characters. 

. 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1]Title Name: Writer Identification from Handwritten Devanagari Script 

Author: Chayan Halder, Kishore Thakur, Santanu Phadikar and Kaushik Roy 

Abstract: This paper presents analysis of Devanagari characters for writer identification. Being originated from Brahmic script, 

Devanagari is the most popular script in India. It is used by over 400 million people around the world. Application of writer 
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identification of Devanagari handwritten characters covers a vast area such as The Questioned Document Examination (QDE) is 

an area of the Forensic Science with the main purpose to answer questions related to questioned document (authenticity, 

authorship and others). Signature verification in banking, in Graphology (study of handwriting) a theory or practice for inferring a 

person’s character, disposition, and attitudes from their handwriting. Here we collect 5 copies of handwritten characters to nullify 

intra-writing variation, from 50 different people mainly students. After preprocessing and character extraction, 64-dimensional 

feature is computed based on gradient of the images. Some manual processing is required because some noises are too difficult to 

remove automatically as they are much closer to the characters. We have used LIBLINEAR and LIBSVM classifiers of WEKA 

environment to get the individuality of characters. 

 

[2]Title Name:Handwritten Character Recognition (HCR) USING NEURAL NETWORK  

Author: Hitesh Mohapatra 

Abstract: Handwriting recognition is the ability of a machine to receive and interpret handwrit- ten input from multiple sources 

like paper documents, photographs, touch screen devices etc. Recognition of handwritten and machine characters is an emerging 

area of research and finds extensive applications in banks, offices and industries. Neural computing Is comparatively newfield, 

and design components are there fore less well specified than those of other architectures. Neural computers implement data 

parallelism. Neural computer are operated in way which is completely different from the oper- ation of normal computers. Neural 

computer are trained (not Programmed) so that given a certain starting state(data input); they either classify the input data into one 

of the number of classes or cause the original data to evolve in such a way that a certain desirable property is mized. 

 

[3]Title Name: DIAGONAL BASED FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR HANDWRITTEN ALPHABETS RECOGNITION 

SYSTEM USING NEURAL NETWORK 

Author: J.Pradeep1, E.Srinivasan2 and S.Himavathi3 

Abstract:  

An offline hand written alphabetical character recognition system using multilayer feed forward neural network is described in the 

paper. A new method, called, diagonal based feature extraction is introduced for extracting the features of the handwritten 

alphabets. Fifty data sets, each containing 26 alphabets written by various people, are used for training the neural network and 570 

different handwritten alphabetical characters are used for testing. The proposed recognition system performs quite well yielding 

higher levels of recognition accuracy compared to the systems employing the conventional horizontal and vertical methods of 

feature extraction. This system will be suitable for converting handwritten documents into structural text form and recognizing 

handwritten names.  

 

 [4] Title Name: Generative Adversarial Image Renement for Handwriting Recognition. 

Author: Deepak Dilipkumar 

Abstract: Although handwriting recognition and OCR are often considered to be solved problems, state-of-the-art models trained 

on specific datasets perform very poorly on real world samples. Additionally, publicly available labelled datasets are often very 

small, leading to difficulties in training deep learning models that typically require a lot of data. There are a number of synthetic 

handwriting data generation techniques in the literature, but the difference in distribution between generated data and real data 

limits the performance of models trained purely on synthetic data.  

 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To build a system which will recognize the digits and characters in devanagiri language. It will discriminate the handwritten 

devnagiri language from different authors and give us the accuracy using deep learning GAN concept. Also it will be use for 

nature prediction using graphology.The objective of proposed system is to build ”Handwriting Perusal Using GAN Algorithm” of 

infectious handwritten text. Proposed system works on the concept of image processing techniques such as feature subtraction, 

extraction, selection along with Gan classifier algorithms (machine learning) so as to precisely predict detect various duplication 

and users nature behaviour in percentage of Handwritten characters. It can work further for word and sentences perusal of 

Devanagari. This project deals with single character of Devanagari language which gives great idea to manage the words and 

sentences. GAN algorithm makes it easier to implement the system as proposed. 

 

Advantages: 

 Efficient text enhancement and feature extraction. 

 Classify using GAN so time constraint will be reduced.  

 Developing fast, automatic, efficient and accurate system.  
 Accuracy achieved.  

 Nature prediction.   
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VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION  

To produce better and optimum result in Handwritten numeral recognition with the help of deep learning. As deep learning is an 

emerging field and it has overcome the many disadvantages of previous algorithms and due to its ability to automatically fetch the 

features. This will obviously enhance the recognition rate. We can even think of using a little bigger dataset so that recognition 

accuracy can be better judged with deep learning behaviour in percentage of Handwritten characters. It can work further for word 

and sentences perusal of Devanagari. This project deals with single character of Devanagari language which gives great idea to 

manage the words and sentences. GAN algorithm makes it easier to implement the system as proposed. 
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